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Dynamics near free surfaces of molecular dynamics simulated Ni0.5Zr 0.5 metallic glass films

B. Böddeker* and H. Teichler†

Institut für Materialphysik and Sonderforschungsbereich 345, Universita¨t Göttingen, Hospitalistrasse 3/7, D-37073 Go¨ttingen, Germany
~Received 20 August 1998!

Results are reported from molecular dynamics simulations of glass forming films with Ni0.5Zr0.5 adapted
potentials, which show a dramatic enhancement of the dynamics near the surface. After relaxation of the film
for 1028– 1027 s, the dynamics is investigated by a spatially resolved effective diffusion constant and by the
decay rates of Ni-Zr next-neighbor bonds. At the simulated bulk glass transition temperature, the atomic
mobility varies across the film by more than two orders of magnitude from that of a liquid at the film surface
to bulk values of an arrested solid in the interior. This variation of the dynamics is also observed slightly above
and below the glass transition. Despite the large variation in the atomic mobility, an analysis of the van Hove
correlation functions indicates a global dynamic glass transition, common to the surface and core of the film.
The decrease of the mobility with depth is exponential, with a smooth transition between surface and bulk
behavior. A Landau analysis is applied to interpret the spatial dependence of the mobility, using a hidden
parameter, possibly related to the time scale of the fluctuations in the system. The decay length and surface
excess mobility, corresponding to the exponential decrease, are only slightly temperature dependent, without a
singularity at the glass transition. Analogies of this phenomenon to the dynamics of confined glass forming
liquids and to the surface melting of metallic crystals are discussed.@S1063-651X~99!02502-7#

PACS number~s!: 64.70.Pf, 68.60.2p, 68.45.Gd, 68.15.1e
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I. INTRODUCTION

In several cases, it is well known that the surface o
solid or liquid alters the dynamics of the material in t
surface region: First, there are the phenomena of sur
melting ~SM! of crystals@1–6# and the melting point depres
sion of confined liquids@7,8#. These observations can b
explained by thermodynamic arguments on the assump
that the liquid phase has a smaller surface free enthalpy
the solid but a higher volume free enthalpy. Second, th
are experiments on glass forming liquids that show un
confinement, e.g., a shift of the glass transition tempera
and a change in the viscosity or in the rotational dynam
~for a review, see Refs.@9–11#!. These observations are
however, rather controversial and no unifying theoretical
scription exists so far explaining these results.

The present contribution reports a different but proba
related phenomenon, namely, a marked increase in the
namics of a metallic glass and the related highly visco
undercooled melts in a region below a free surface to
vacuum. Our results are deduced from molecular dynam
~MD! simulations of an amorphous Ni0.5Zr0.5 metallic film,
where the described phenomena appear after relaxation
the structure for 1028– 1027 s.

Surface melting~SM! of crystals is defined by the pres
ence of liquidlike layers on the surface of a crystalline so
at temperatures well below the bulk melting temperatureTm .
The phenomenon is well known for ice@5,6# and metal sur-
faces@1# ~see also Refs. in Ref.@2#!. MD simulations@2–4#
proved particularly helpful in promoting our knowledge
this field. They yield, in broad agreement with the expe
ments, that the~110! surfaces of Pb, Al, Cu, Au, and N
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display SM, whereas the~111! surfaces remain stable at a
temperatures belowTm . One interpretation of SM assume
that the relatively high volume free enthalpy of the liqu
surface layer on the crystal may be compensated by a re
tion of the surface free enthalpy. While the undercooled l
uid is metastable in the bulk, it may become stable at
surface@6#. For short range potentials as those used for
simulations in this work, a Landau theory@12# predicts a
logarithmic divergence of the thickness of the liquid surfa
layer asTm is approached from below.

Assuming a phenomenon of similarly increased mobil
near the free surface of a~metallic! glass, there would be
fundamental differences to the SM of crystals. The glass
self is a metastable thermodynamic state and is only real
while the entrance into the stable crystalline phase is s
pressed by kinetic hindrances. Thus, equilibrium thermo
namics do not apply. One might adopt the view that t
system takes on the most favorable of the accessible m
stable states, a picture used successfully to construct m
stable phase diagrams including the glass state or to inte
solid state amorphization reactions and inverse melt
@13,14#. However, a further difference comes from the a
sence of a distinct structural transition between the und
cooled liquid and the glass. In the case of glass surfaces
therefore do not expect a marked boundary in the struc
between the surface layer with its liquidlike mobility and th
bulk glass. But, as the liquid-glass transition is a dynami
one@15#, a transition is expected in the fluctuation dynam
on a spatial scale. In contrast to the SM of crystals, the th
ness of the liquidlike surface layer of the metallic glass,
vestigated in this work, shows no divergence in the gl
transition temperature range. It has a finite thickness at t
peratures slightly above and below the glass transition.

A large number of experimental studies considers the
fects of spatial confinement on glass forming molecular l
uids ~for review, see Refs.@9–11#!. The liquids can be con-
1948 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRE 59 1949DYNAMICS NEAR FREE SURFACES OF MOLECULAR . . .
fined in micro porous materials or as droplets
microemulsions@16#, hydrogels@17#, or butyl rubber@18#.
These systems with high internal surface-to-volume ratio
low to measure the influence of confinement on dielec
properties and onTG . The dielectric measurements refle
the rotational dynamics of the liquid molecules. A low
surface-to-volume ratio has the geometry of liquids confin
between parallel plates. But this arrangement allows the
rect measurement of the viscosity by the response to s
forces@22#.

One of the most widely accepted concepts for the in
pretation of the results and a concept for the glass trans
itself is that of the correlation lengthz of cooperativity
@18,19#. z is assumed to increase with decreasing temp
ture and to diverge at a temperatureT0 below TG . The
length scale of confinement at which the first deviation of
dynamic properties to those of the bulk occurs should t
be proportional toz.

In some cases, the dynamics seems to increase@18–20#,
in others to decrease@21–23#, or not to shift@16,17,23# under
the confinement of glass forming liquids. This leads to
decreased or increasedTG , respectively. In the case of con
finement by microporous silica glasses, a layer of molecu
can permanently be bound to the inner surfaces by hydro
bonds. This layer has significantly reduced dynamics, wh
should not be confused with the influence of the confinem
on the remaining liquid@24#.

The free standing film considered here has the same
ometry as the film confined between parallel plates. Dir
measurements of the viscosity of an unpolar, globular, v
der-Waals-like liquid, confined between atomically smoo
crystalline mica plates, displays a smooth slowing down
the dynamics to that of a solid during reduction of the fi
thickness between 10 and 1 molecular diameters@22#. Com-
puter simulations of simple binary liquids, confined betwe
structureless plates@25#, suggest an increase of the critic
temperatureTc compared to the bulk. The simulations ind
cate that the dynamic glass transition is a collective proc
which takes place in all layers of the film simultaneous
The decrease of the self diffusion constant with the reduc
of the plate distance fits to an exponential function. For po
mer films@26–29#, experiments on the effect of the free su
face have been conducted, showing a decrease of the
transition temperatureTG with the reduction of film thick-
ness.

The next section will describe the physical models a
numerical methods used in our MD simulations. Section
presents the results. The diffusion profile in the amorph
Ni0.5Zr0.5 films is discussed. The dynamic glass transition
examined by means of the van Hove correlations. The de
rates of Ni Zr next-neighbor bonds are used as an alterna
way to describe the profile of the dynamics in the film. Da
on a film grown by deposition are presented. The paper c
cludes with a summary.

II. MODEL AND METHOD

In our MD simulations, we consider amorphous Ni0.5Zr0.5
films of L352.8 to 4.2 nm thickness. Ni0.5Zr0.5 was chosen
as it is a metallic glass forming system, well studied by M
simulations@30–40# and experiments@41–43#. In order to
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model Ni0.5Zr0.5 we use two different formulations: a sem
empirical one, adapted to the electron theoreti
Hausleitner-Hafner@44# approach~HHA! of the interatomic
couplings in transition metal glasses, and an ‘‘embedd
atom method’’~EAM! approach. The first approach was ch
sen since we know from our previous studies@30,34–36#
various details on the glass transition in this model, wh
are necessary for interpretation of the current surface
thin film results. The EAM model was included to test, to
certain degree, the independence of our results from the
plied interatomic potentials.

The MD simulations are carried out as isotherm
isochoric/isobaric calculations. The temperature is fixed
suitably scaling the mean kinetic energy. The Newton
equations ofN atoms (N51181 in the HHA,N51000 for
EAM! are numerically integrated by a fifth-order predicto
corrector algorithm~time stepdt52310215 s! in a tetrago-
nal simulation volume with periodic boundary condition
fixed spatial extensionsL1 and L2 in the film plane, and
variable nonperiodic extensionL3 across the film. This ge-
ometry is shown in Fig. 1. The film has two surfaces faci
an absolute vacuum. No atoms evaporate during the tim
simulation. During the simulation,L3 is approximated using
the mean square distances of the atom positions from
film center. Typically,L3'4.2 nm in the HHA~2.8 nm in
the EAM!, while L1 ,L2'2.3 nm in the HHA~2.5 nm in the
EAM!. The small number of atoms was chosen to facilita
long time simulations over nominally 25 to 50 ns, necess
to generate sufficiently relaxed structures and to analyze t
dynamics with sufficient reliability. As described befo
@30,34–36#, our HHA models the interatomic couplings b
pair potentials, adapted to the Hausleitner-Hafner potent
@44#, and by a global electron density dependent termE0(r),
which is taken from Ref.@45#, wherer}(L1L2L3)21 is es-
timated by assuming homogeneous particle density and c

FIG. 1. Schematic plot of the situation under consideration. T
film consists of periodic replicas of the simulation box in thex and
y directions. The box has the sizeL13L23L3. In thez direction the
film has two free surfaces to the vacuum.z50 is defined to be the
bottom surface of the film.
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1950 PRE 59B. BÖDDEKER AND H. TEICHLER
position across the film. In the EAM modeling, we use p
tentials developed by Spangenberg@46# on extending the
pure metals results of Oh and Johnson@47# to the alloy sys-
tem by taking into account the lattice constants, cohes
energies, and bulk moduli of Ni0.5Zr0.5 and Ni0.33Zr0.67.

III. RESULTS

A. Diffusion

The basic results, deduced from our HHA-MD simul
tions, are displayed in Fig. 3. The logarithmic ‘‘effectiv
mean diffusion coefficient’’D is shown for four tempera
tures between 980 and 1160 K as a function of depthz below
the top surface for films of 4.2 nm thickness. The films a
prepared in the computer by forming suitable tetrago
samples from bulk amorphous 980 and 1060 K material@30#,
annealing them at the selected four temperatures for app
mately 10–25 ns, sufficient to generate relaxed structu
with steady-state atomic dynamics, and adding subseq
MD runs over 10–25 ns to record the atomic motions.

The D(z) are evaluated from the atomic displaceme
ui(t,t)5xi(t1t)2xi(t). The mean square displacemen
Uz

2(t) are evaluated by grouping theui
2(t,t) according to

the initial depthx3,i(t) of the atoms and averagingt along the
steady-state time evolution of the system:

Uz
2~t!ª^ui

2~t,t !& i ,t
z , ~1!

where ^•& i ,t
z denotes an average over all combinations

time t and atom indexi , which comply to the condition
x3,i(t)'z:

^•& i ,t
z 5

^•d„z2x3,i~ t !…& i ,t

^d„z2x3,i~ t !…& i ,t

. ~2!

As shown for the 980 K HHA film in Fig. 2,Uz
2(t) is

approximately linear in the interval@t05100 ps,t151250
ps#. For short timest!t0, vibrational motions cause a stee
increase ofUz

2(t). For long timest@t1, vertical motion of
the atoms across the film cause a deviation from linear

FIG. 2. Atomic mean square displacement curvesUz
2(t) for a

set of depth valuesz in the 1100 K HHA-MD-simulated film. The
curves are in good approximation linear within the shown ti
interval of @t05100 ps,t151250 ps#.
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D(z) is defined as1
6 of the slope ofUz

2(t), calculated by
linear regression in the interval@t05100 ps,t151250 ps#:

D~z!ª
ŠUz

2~t! ~t2^t&!‹

6Š~t2^t&!2
‹

, ~3!

where^•& denotes an average overtP@t0 ,t1#. For homoge-
neous three-dimensional systems,D(z) turns into the~com-
ponents averaged! diffusion coefficient in the long time limit
t1→`.

1. Diffusion in the HHA-MD-simulated films

The curves in Fig. 3 show a marked decrease inD(z)
with increasing distance from the film surface on both sid
of the film, until a constant bulk valueD(`) in the interior is
reached.D(z) can be well approximated by

D~z!5D~`!~11qe2z/z0!, ~4!

with

q5
D~0!

D~`!
21, ~5!

wherez measures the distance from the surface and is lim
to half the film thickness.

Fits of Eq.~4! are included in Fig. 3, and the correspon
ing parameters are displayed in Table I.

For the interpretation of these findings, they are compa
with the results from simulated bulk material of the sam
Ni0.5Zr0.5 model under similar thermal conditions@34,35,30#.
The bulk simulation yields a caloric glass transition tempe
tureTG51050 K @35# and a critical temperatureTc51120 K
@34,35#. According to the mode coupling theory@15# of the
liquid-glass transition,Tc separates the regimes of domina
ing liquid flow dynamics and of atomic hopping motion. Fu
thermore, simulated diffusion data were recently provid
@30# for the present model. They indicate for mid
concentration composition that the Ni and Zr diffusion co
ficients have a commonTc , above which they differ by a
factor of 2–3. In Fig. 4, the composition averaged bulk d
fusion coefficients@35#, governed by the Ni diffusion, are
displayed. They follow the critical lawuT2Tcug, with non-
universal exponentg, as predicted by the mode couplin
theory@15#. BelowTG , an Arrhenius behavior is found@30#.
For the more mobile Ni-atoms, the activation energy a
pre-exponential factor are in close agreement with exp
mental data@48#. The estimated values forD(`) in the core
region of the simulated films agree well with the compositi
averaged diffusion coefficients in the bulk system@30# at the
same temperatures~see Fig. 4!, supporting the view that the
interior of the film behaves like bulk material. The surfa
valuesD(0), also presented in Fig. 4, correspond to sim
lated diffusion coefficients in the melt between 1300 a
1400 K. In the surface sheet, the decrease of the effec
diffusion coefficients with depthz towards the bulk value is
exponential, with decay lengthz0. The decay length change
smoothly with the temperature in the investigated tempe
ture range, includingTG andTc .
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2. Diffusion in the EAM-MD-simulated films

Figure 5 providesD(z) data from MD-simulations with
the described EAM potentials. The film is treated simila
as the HHA-simulated film. When comparing these data w
the HHA results, one has to take into account that the pre
EAM description yields aTG of approximately 980 K. With
this in mind, we find rather fair agreement between the p
dictions about the surface dynamics from both models. T
flat portion inD(z) near the surface is due to an enrichme

FIG. 3. Effective diffusion profiles in the Ni0.5Zr0.5 film for sev-
eral temperatures near the glass transition. Each plot shows
logarithmic effective mean diffusion coefficientD(z) as a function
of depthz in the film, with surfaces to the vacuum atz50 nm and
z'4.2 nm. The exponential increase ofD(z) near the surface get
steeper and higher with decreasing temperature.@Stair steps: data
taken from the HHA-MD simulations. Smooth curves: least-me
square fits of the analytical expression Eq.~4!.#
h
nt

-
e
t

of the less mobile Zr atoms in the outer surface layer. A s
result can be extracted from the fact that the gradient of
diffusion coefficients forms at 1080 K, even though the to
film thickness seems smaller than the extent of the surf
layers. This confirms that the observed phenomenon is
based on a boundary between a bulklike core phase a
surface phase.

3. Crystallization

The data in Fig. 3 cover a temperature range betw
1160 and 980 K, which includes the estimatedTc and TG
@34#. At higher temperatures we observe crystallization
the film within annealing times of 10 ns, a time scale whe
crystal nucleation is not observed in simulations of the b
material. Also, the 1160 K sample tends to crystallize un
further annealing beyond the limit of 20 ns, which are tak
into account in the construction of the corresponding cu
in Fig. 3. Hence, the crystallization temperatureTX of the
film is below 1160 K. At 1100 K and below, crystallizatio
was not observed within 50 ns annealing time. BelowTG ,
crystallization is not expected to take place in samples
sufficient thickness. Since crystallization proceeds very f
after the nucleation, it can reliably be distinguished from t
phenomenon explored in this paper.

he

-

TABLE I. Parameters for the asymptotic description Eq.~4! of
the effective mean diffusion coefficientsD(z) in the HHA-MD
simulations.@D(`) in units mm2 s21.#

T ~K! z0 ~nm! q D(`)

980 0.13 180 0.36
1050 0.15 180 0.72
1100 0.20 170 0.95
1160 0.25 81 3.17

FIG. 4. Arrhenius plot of the composition averaged diffusi
coefficients from HHA-MD simulations: The diffusion coefficien
of the bulk material~dots! are taken from the HHA-MD-simulations
in Ref. @30#. Above Tc51120 K they follow a power law~dotted
line!. The effective diffusion coefficients in the core region of th
films @D(`), symbol: 3# agree well with the bulk values. The
effective diffusion coefficients at the surface of the film@D(0),
symbol:1# reach values of the bulk melt of higher temperature
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1952 PRE 59B. BÖDDEKER AND H. TEICHLER
B. van Hove and pair correlations

We further analyzed the dynamic glass transition rega
ing a possible spatial inhomogeneity of this transition. D
ing the dynamic glass transition, the mode of transp
changes from the viscous flow of the liquid to hopping m
tion. At the critical temperatureTc , both processes are ap
proximately in balance. A tool to analyze the motion is t
self part of the angular averaged van Hove correlation fu
tion Gs(r ,t). 4pr 2Gs(r ,t) describes the probability distri
bution of distances between the atoms and their original
sitions after a time evolution of lengtht. In case of liquid,
viscous flow,Gs(r ,t) has a simple Gaussian form, broade
ing with At. In case of hopping processes at intermedi
times t, sharp peaks arise at discrete distance values
neighbored places.

The HHA-simulated film is analyzed at 1100 K, just b
low the bulk Tc51120 K. Figure 6 shows an array o
Gs

Ni(r ,t5500 ps;z! curves of the Ni atoms in several dept
z of this film. The time intervalt is fixed to 500 ps. The
angular averaged self part of the van Hove correlation fu
tion for the Ni atoms in the depthz is calculated by

4pr 2Gs
Ni~r ,t;z!5^d~r 2ixi~ t !2xi~ t1t!i& i PNi, t

z , ~6!

where^•& i PNi, t
z denotes an average over timet, and Ni atoms

i , with x3,i(t)'z analogous to Eq.~2!. Figure 6 also includes
4pr 2Gs

Ni(r ,t5500 ps) of the bulk HHA-MD-simulated liq-
uid at 1380 K~thin line!. At this temperature, the bulk dif
fusion coefficient approximately equals the effective diff
sion D(0) at the surface of the 1100 K film.Gs

Ni(r ,t5500
ps! of the bulk liquid agrees with the smooth Gaussian fo
expected for the viscous flow@shown isGs

Ni(r ,t5500 ps!
multiplied by 4pr 2#. TheGs

Ni(r ,t5500 ps;z! curves of the
film deviate significantly from the Gaussian behavior at

FIG. 5. Same representation of effective diffusion profilesD(z)
for several temperatures near the glass transition as in Fig. 3
with data from the EAM-MD-simulated film. The increase of th
D(z) curves near the surface gets steeper and higher with dec
ing temperature. The flat regions ofD(z) at the surfaces are due t
surface layers of the less mobile Zr atoms in the simulation of
EAM model. The film thickness is so small that no region w
constantD(z) forms in the center of the film at 1080 K. The gra
dient of D(z) appears nevertheless.
-
-
rt
-

c-

o-

-
e
of

c-

l

depths. 4pr 2Gs
Ni(r ,t5500 ps;z! is structured with a first

maximum at approximately 0.1 nm, a first minimum at a
proximately 0.2 nm, and the onset of one or more additio
maxima. Thus, the hopping diffusion mechanism of the gl
is relevant for the complete film at 1100 K, just below th
bulk Tc . In spite of its liquidlike effective diffusion coeffi-
cients, even the surface layer should be viewed as a dyna
glass at 1100 K. This leads to the conclusion that the
namic glass transition in this metallic film is a collectiv
phenomenon, taking place in all layers simultaneously
tween 1100 K and the bulkTc of 1120 K. This is in agree-
ment with an observation in a soft sphere model of confin
glass forming liquids where the dynamic glass transition
found in all layers of the film simultaneously@25#.

Figure 7 presents the angular averaged partial pair co
lation functionsgi j (r ) for the HHA-simulated bulk glass a
980 K and for the atoms in the interior of the film at the sam
temperature. It demonstrates the close similarity of the d
and further supports the notion that the interior of the fi
corresponds to bulk material.

C. Dynamics of next neighbor bonds

In this section, the decay ratesnNiZr(z) of the Ni-Zr next-
neighbor bonds shall be considered as an alternative wa
describe the dynamics in the film. Such an approach w
used in Ref.@36# to study the temperature dependence of
configuration dynamics. Here it is used to uncover the spa
structure of the atomic dynamics.

The approach makes use of correlation functions wh
describe the probability of finding two atoms as near
neighbors at timet1t, after they have been nearest neig
bors at timet. A pair of Ni and Zr atoms is defined as

ut

as-

is

FIG. 6. Angular averaged self part of the van Hove correlat
function 4pr 2Gs

Ni(r ,t5500 ps! for the Ni atoms in HHA-simulated
material. The bold curves are taken from several depthsz in the
HHA-MD-simulated film atT51100 K, just below the bulkTc

51120 K. The humps nearr 50.3 nm indicate the presence o
hopping processes in all depths~including the surface!.
4pr 2Gs

Ni(r ,t5500 ps! is also included for the bulk liquid at 1380
K ~thin line!. The bulk liquid at 1380 K has the same diffusio
constant as the film surface at 1100 K. In this case,Gs

Ni(r ,t5500
ps! has the smooth Gaussian form at 1380 K expected for pu
viscous matter transport.
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PRE 59 1953DYNAMICS NEAR FREE SURFACES OF MOLECULAR . . .
nearest-neighbor pair, when the atoms have a distance
thanRNiZr , whereRNiZr50.395 nm is the position of the firs
minimum in gNiZr(r ) ~see Fig. 7!. This is expressed in
b( i , j ,t), being 1 when Ni atomi is a neighbor of Zr atomj
at time t and 0 otherwise:

b~ i , j ,t !5Q„RNiZr2ixi~ t !2xj~ t !i…, ~7!

whereQ denotes the Heaviside step function. Figure 8 d
plays the autocorrelation functionsF(t;z) of the Ni Zr
bonds for slices with depthz in the film:

F~t,z!5
^b~ i , j ,t !b~ i , j ,t1t!& i PNi, j PZr,t

z

@^b~ i , j ,t !& i PNi, j PZr,t
z #2

, ~8!

FIG. 7. Angular averaged partial pair correlation functio
gi j (r ), from HHA simulations at 980 K. There is a close similari
between the data from the core of a film~dotted line! and from bulk
material treated similarly. A deep minimum ofgNiZr(r ) at RNiZr

50.395 nm indicates that the first NiZr neighborhood shell is w
separated from the following shells.

FIG. 8. Autocorrelation functionsF(t,z) for Ni-Zr bonds at
different depths in the HHA-MD-simulated film at 1100 K. Due
the low statistics of the dotted parts, only the solid parts of
curves are included in the master curve~inset! by a shift on the
logarithmic time scale. The decay ratesnNiZr(z) in Fig. 9 are cal-
culated from this shift.
ss

-

where^•& i PNi, j PZr,t
z denotes an average over timet, Ni atoms

i , and Zr atomsj , with @x3,i(t)1x3,j (t)#/2'z analogous to
Eq. ~2!.

By shifting the curvesF(t;z) on a logarithmic time
scale, they fit onto a common master curve, as shown in
inset of Fig. 8. The shift ofF(t;z) onto the master curve
yields, up to a common factor, the life time of the Ni-Z
bonds in each slicez. The decay ratesnNiZr(z) in Fig. 9 are
the inverse lifetimes. They can be fitted to the same fu
tional form @Eq. ~4!# as D(z). In Fig. 9 the same deca
length z0 and excessq of the dynamics at the surface a
used for both numerical fits.D(z) and nNiZr(z) show the
same dependence onz.

D. Landau analysis

The exponential decrease@Eq. ~4!# of D(z) and nNiZr(z)
near the surface indicates a hidden parameter in the sys
which induces spatially varying dynamics. Careful analy
of the structure shows that there are no significant change
the density nor in the chemical compositions on the relev
length scale of 1 nm below the surface. Thus, the hidd
parameter reflects a more sophisticated quantity, most p
ably related to the time scale of the fluctuations in the s
tem. If one relies on the free volume picture, the hidd
parameter probably describes the time scale of free volu
fluctuations. Here it is assumed that the influence of the
rameter can be taken into account by a state param
C0(z), which scales the mobility, i.e.,

D~z!5D~`!C0~z!. ~9!

Following the Landau formalism, the spatial shape ofC0(z)
shall take a form that minimizes a hypothetical energy fu
tional @49#,

K~$C%!5E dz@ 1
2 z0

2u]zC~z!u21W„C~z!…

1z0d~z!Ws„C~z!…#. ~10!

l

e

FIG. 9. Mobility profile in the HHA-MD-simulated film, de-
scribed by the diffusionD(z) and the decay rate of the NiZr nex
neighbor bondsnNiZr(z) ~stair steps!. The smooth curves represent
fit to Eq. ~4! with valuesz0573 andq50.01 for both curves.
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The diffusive contribution

z0
2u]zC~z!u2

keepsC0(z) smooth. The surface energy

Ws„C~0!…52qC~0!

fixes ]zC0(0)52 (q/z0). The bulk potentialW„C(z)… at-
tractsC0(z) to one of its minima. By using at least quart
functions forW with a bifurcation of the minimum, the Lan
dau theory is often used to describe phase transitions. He
is sufficient to use a quadratic bulk potential,

W„C~z!…5 1
2 @C~z!21#2

with one minimum at 1. SolvingdCK($C%)uC5C0
50 yields

the ‘‘equilibrium’’ state parameter

C0~z!511qe2z/z0. ~11!

Combining Eq.~11! and Eq.~9! yields Eq.~4!.
In the Landau model, the system can lower its free

thalpy by increasingC at the surface by a factor of (11q)
compared to the bulk value. This is equivalent to the incre
of the atomic mobility at the surface of the MD-simulate
film. Formally the increase ofC at the surface is induced b
the additional contribution to the free enthalpy at the surf
Ws„C(0)…52qC(0). This can be understood in the MD
model. The vacuum side of the surface does not hinder
cursions of the surface atoms. The surface atoms have lo
energy boundaries for the diffusion. The characteristic len
z0 for the transition between the surface and bulk behav
does not depend onWs in the Landau model.z0 is a property
of the material below the surface. The model may be app
to confined glass forming liquids as well. In this case,Ws
probably depends on the interaction of the surface with
confining wall. The Landau model allows the mobility at th
surface to be lower than in the bulk (qP@21,0#). Note that
q is limited from below to21 corresponding to a blocke
surface, butq is unlimited from above (q@1 for the free
surfaces in this paper!. If the interaction of the liquid with
the confining wall is only of short range, the length scalez0
of the transition between surface and bulk behavior sho
not depend on this interaction and should be the same a
the case of a free surface.

E. Film growth

Onto one side of the 980 K HHA-MD-simulated film~see
Fig. 3!, 384 additional atoms are deposited with a rate of
ns21 at random positions and with 0.1 eV kinetic energy.
this process, Ni and Zr atoms are chosen randomly w
equal probability. The resulting film growth rate amounts
0.13 monolayers per ns. Figure 10 presents theD(z) curve
for this film, obtained from 10 ns recording time after th
end of the deposition process. For completeness, theD(z)
curve of the original film is included as well. In Fig. 10, th
deposited atoms were added beyond 4.2 nm film thickn
The figure indicates that the gradient inD(z) remains un-
changed under film growth, and that theD(z) profile is
shifted with the shift of the film surface. On the opposite fi
it

-

e

e

x-
er

th
r

d

e

ld
in

0

h

s.

side, where no atoms are deposited, the gradient inD(z) also
remains unchanged, forz<1 nm. Both findings support the
assumption that the gradient ofD(z) reflects an intrinsic
property of the material at and below the film surface.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

MD simulations of glass forming Ni0.5Zr0.5 films have
been carried out. The following scenery emerges from
results in the glass transition temperature range. The
core behaves like the simulated bulk material. Equality
tween the film core and the bulk material is found conce
ing dynamical~diffusion! and structural~angular averaged
pair distribution! aspects. The mobility in the surface regio
is increased by about two decades. The surface retains
mobility of a supercooled liquid as the film passes the gl
transition temperature range. In spite of the high mobility
the surface, an analysis of the van Hove correlations in
cates a simultaneous dynamic glass transition of the wh
film. A shift of the transition temperature between bulk a
film is not observed. The film is homogeneous with resp
to density and composition on the length scale of enhan
surface mobility.

The mobility characterized byD(z) or nNiZr(z) has a con-
stant bulk value in the core region. There is no minimu
extension of this core region as seen in Fig. 5. The mobi
increases exponentially from the center to the surface of
film. This profile of the mobility @Eq. ~4!# in the film is
consistent with a Gaussian Landau theory. In the Lan
model, the lengthz0 does not depend on the surface cont
bution to the free enthalpy. The model should also be ap
cable to glass forming liquids confined between smo
walls with short interatomic and liquid-wall interactions. I
this case the length scalez0 is independent of the details o
the surface-wall interactions. In particular,z0 should be the
same for the confined system as for the free film. The m
bility at the surface is increased by the factor (11q) in the

FIG. 10. Effective mean diffusion coefficientsD(z) in a film
before and after the deposition of additional atoms onto one sid
the film. As substrate serves the HHA-MD simulated amorpho
Ni0.5Zr0.5 film at 980 K ~dotted stair steps!. The solid stair steps
show the diffusion profile in the film after the deposition of 38
additional atoms.~Deposition rate: 10 ns21, kinetic energy: 0.1 eV,
randomly selected Ni or Zr atoms at equal probability!.
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Landau model.q depends on the surface-wall interactio
and can be different for confined and free films.q is limited
from below to21 ~blocked surface!.

The scalez0 of the exponential increase changes on
slightly as the film passes the glass transition tempera
range. Here, the discussion about the length scales a
glass transition@19,22,25,50–53# is touched. Experiments
measuring the dynamic properties of small systems yie
length at which the first deviation of the dynamic propert
to those of the bulk occurs. This length can be given fo
film with a diffusion following the Landau model. To est
mate this thickness, we consider the total mean diffus
D̄(d)5 (1/d) *0

dD(z)dz as a function of the film thicknessd.

For 1/d→0 one findsD̄(d)/D̄(`)511(d1/d), where d1
52qz0. This yields only the product ofz0 andq. The length
d1 changes continuously with temperature.

In MD simulations of a metallic glass (Pd0.8Si0.2), Bal-
lone and Rubini@54# find an enhancement of the surfa
dynamics by a factor of 2. This enhancement is small co
pared to that found in the present work. The different obs
vations may be due to the fact that Ballone and Rubini h
concentrated on large systems and relatively short t
scales~some ps! while according to our experiences a rela
.
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ation over several ns is necessary to generate the here
cussed mobility profiles.

The liquidlike surface might be of technical advantage
rapidly growing amorphous films by atom deposition tec
niques with low deposition energies~see Fig. 10!, since
structural inhomogeneities can easily annihilate in the mo
ity gradient of the surface layer. At least it should make t
amorphous film growth by atom deposition techniques am
nable to computer simulations. Further research concern
the temperature dependence of the enhanced mobility
the surface is in progress. In particular, the temperature ra
of the phenomenon and the temperature dependence oz0
andq will be investigated.
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